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IgG1, which acts as a strong myostatin inhibitor, was
used during a double blind placebo control study in
48 healthy, post-menopausal women. The drug was
well tolerated (with a rash as the only adverse effect),
and it achieved a statistically significant increase in
muscle mass, while at the same time it improved bone
and fat tissue metabolism.40
The anabolic hormone testosterone increased
muscle mass, power, force and function; however,
it caused water retention, an increase in hematocrit,
short-term worsening of sleep apnea and an increase
in the frequency of cardiovascular accidents, while
it also appear to be dangerous in cases of prostatic
hypertrophy. Selective androgen receptor modulators
(SARMs) have succeeded in augmenting muscle mass
with in addition a slight increase in muscle power,
but it may worsen existing heart failure (Table). In
other studies, the use of growth hormone was related
to a positive nitrogen (N) balance and to increase of
muscle mass; on the other hand, the patients developed joint pain, muscle pain, edema, carpal tunnel
syndrome and hyperglycemia. Ghrelin (a hormone
that increases appetite) agonists have been shown to
augment muscle mass, however with adverse effects
such as fatigue, dyspnea and atrial fibrillation. Antimyostatin antibodies appeared to increase fat-free
muscle mass (lean body mass) and grip strength,
though the following adverse effects were concurrently reported: allergic urticaria, aseptic meningitis,
diarrhea, confusion and fatigue. After using activin
type IIR receptor antagonists, there was an increase
of muscle volume, as measured in the thigh, of muscle mass and of the distance a person could walk in
6 minutes, while the adverse effects included acne
Table. Selective androgen receptor modulators (SARMs) pre-clinical
and clinical development
Drug

Commercial
name

Status of study

Indication

MK2866
GTx-024

Ostarine
Enobosarm

Phase II b
Clinical study

Increase of
muscle mass

LGD-4033

Ligandrol

Pre-clinical
study

Improves
muscle mass

971086

GSK 971086 Clinical study
phase I (2011)

Karo

Stopped

Androgen
agonist

and involuntary muscle contractions (cramps). Perindropril, an angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitor,
increased the distance that the patient could walk and
decreased hip fracture frequency, although it caused
hypotension, hyperkalemia, muscle cramps and numbness. The two latest drugs that have been tested are
Pindolol, a non-selective beta blocker (antagonist)
was able to preserve muscle mass and increased grip
strength in the elderly, and Tirasemtiv, which seemed
to improve muscle function. No significant adverse
effects have been reported.41
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